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Case conference

Conffict of loyalties-Hippocratic
or hypocritical?
The theme of this particular case seems to be one of
protection - protection of all the individuals
concerned, the patient's own GP, the patient,
her mother and, in an even more subtle way, the
patient's boyfriend.
As the title suggests, the dilemma consists of

a conflict of loyalties as regards who should be
protected first, from whom and why. The medical
problem presented was one of termination of
pregnancy, but a new ethical issue arose when the
patient consulted another doctor in a neighbouring
practice. It is this doctor - Dr Winterton - who
puts his dilemma to the conference for discussion.

Those taking part were Dr Winterton, Dr Crew,
Dr amnieson, Dr Lanb, Dr Anderson, Dr Smith.
All names in this Conference have been altered
except that of the Chairman, Dr Higgs. The discussion
was recorded at a residential course for general
practitioners.

DR WINTERTON
I am still unhappy about the outcome of this
problem, which seemed at the time to pose for me
a dilemma of confidentiality. I was approached, as
a general practitioner interested in family planning
problems, by Mrs Hunt, one of the teachers from
our local secondary school. One of her pupils,
Susan Craven, had come to her in some distress.
Susan was 15, and was the patient of a neigh-
bouring GP, Dr Veronica White. Susan had not
been an easy child at school, and came from a home
comprising only Mrs Craven and, until recently,
Susan's elder sister Janet. Mr Craven had left the
family some years before, and no-one now saw him.
The family that was left seemed to thrive on con-
flict between mother and daughters. Mrs Craven
visited the school often and blamed her children's
difficult behaviour on the influence of classroom
and teachers. Matters had come to a head when
Janet ran away with a boyfriend as soon as she
left school. When Susan presented the problem to
Mrs Hunt, there therefore seemed in it an element
of deja vu. Susan, at i51, was pregnant by a boy-
friend Frank whom she had known for two months.
She felt unable to approach her own general
practitioner, Dr Veronica White, as Mrs Craven

had been very angry with Dr White at the time of
Janet's disappearance, and Susan maintained that
her mother had made the doctor promise not to
see either of her daughters without Mrs Craven
being present. In her first outburst to the teacher,
Susan said she knew her mother would never let
her go through with a termination of the pregnancy,
and that when she had told Frank, he had at first
refused to believe it was his baby, and then said he
would have nothing to do with her and she must
get rid of it. He lived in a nearby town, and had
recently left the Army, but now at 2I had been on
a series of theft charges and was on probation.
Susan had had boy friends before, but said that
until Frank had rejected her she wanted to marry
him. Now she never wanted to see him again.
Mrs Hunt felt in as much of a dilemma as Susan.

There seemed no way of helping her to face keeping
the baby, even if that was desirable. Mrs Craven
had threatened to turn Susan out of the house 'if
she did anything silly'. No-one knew where Janet or
Mr Craven were, and Susan refused to see Frank,
or to confide in Dr White. She insisted that she
wanted an abortion, and implied that unless there
was a way out of this she would take the matter
into her own hands. Mrs Hunt, therefore, came to
me in my capacity as a family planner. I made no
secret of my embarrassment, as Dr Veronica White
was a colleague whose practice is near my own
partnership's surgery. She had recently gone
through a very difficult time, as she had been in
partnership with her husband until he had died
three years ago of a heart attack. He had been a
pillar of the local Roman Catholic community, and
left his widow with six young children. She had
still not recovered from his death, and found the
demands of the practice and her family nearly
impossible to cope with. Gradually her patients
began to approach us to come on to our list, al-
though Dr White's list was not large. We, therefore,
always felt that we had to protect her, and my heart
sank when I heard that Susan was her patient. I
felt that I could not burden her with this difficult
problem, which would also entail her revealing her
unusual agreement with Mrs Craven, but I felt too
that she would be deeply upset by one of her
patients having a termination of pregnancy with-
out her knowledge. Susan must be helped, however,
and I agreed to see her.

I could not disagree with Mrs Hunt's assessment.
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Susan was I I weeks into her pregnancy, and
unshakeable in her desire for an abortion. I rang

the local gynaecologist whom I knew to be sym-

pathetic. He agreed to see Susan but felt that he
would be unable to terminate the pregnancy before
her sixteenth birthday, as the anaesthetists would
not accept such a problem without parental con-

sent. This meant a late I4 week termination,
which he was unhappy about but prepared to
perform. Susan was with difficulty persuaded to
wait until her birthday, and was admitted as a day
case, unknown to her mother, and all went smoothly
from the medical point of view.
The gynaecologist agreed to talk to Dr White

about this as I still felt unable to do so. However, I
was very embarrassed to hear recently from Mrs
Hunt that Susan had announced, four months
after the operation, that she had stopped the
contraceptive pill and was going to leave home to
live with Frank. I felt I had been misled into an

unwise and unnecessary operation and in doing so

had jeopardized my relationship with a colleague.
What do you think?

DR CREW
I don't see how you could have done differently -
after all, it would have been impossible to avoid
helping Susan as you did. But do you think Susan
was not truthful to you about her feelings about
the pregnancy? She does seem to be back again
near square one where she started.

DR JAMIESON
I don't think this is at all an uncommon story from
my experience of abortion requests. It is as if part
of the patient conspires against the conscious mind
and proceeds with a plan that has been interrupted,
in spite of all our counselling! I'm not surprised
either that Susan wanted a baby by Frank. On the
most primitive level, this baby represented a way
of achieving important things for Susan - a way to
get out of home and school, a way of pinning down
Frank, whom it does seem she is very fond of. It
is also a way of growing up, of emulating or even

getting one up on her more adventurous sister, and,
if she does hate her mother as much as the story
suggests, a way of getting back at her. But this is
surmise - we don't have hard evidence of Susan's
feelings.

DR WINTERTON
I felt she went in fear of her mother.

DR LAMB
But so did you and Mrs Hunt! You accepted all
that Susan said about her mother's views, and
never checked them in any way. I agree that Mrs
Craven's behaviour at the school makes her sound
a formidable woman, but she didn't have anyone
else to let off steam to, and her daughters were

obviously pretty unruly. We don't know if she had
a boy friend, but if not as a young married women
she had to cope with the frustrations of seeing her
daughters become young women and find partners,
all of which must have been very difficult for her.
She attempted, perhaps, to enlist the help of Dr
White because she saw her as someone in a similar
position. But how could we know about this un-
likely pact between Mrs Craven and Dr White
unless we ask? It might have been a figment of
Susan's imagination, or an elaborate game that
Susan was playing with you all.

DR WINTERTON
How could I possibly have broken Susan's con-
fidence in me by asking Dr White about this? To
do that would have immediately let the cat out of
the bag and - bingo! - Susan has now no con-
fidence in anyone, mothers, boyfriends, teachers or
doctors. She came to me, and my agreement was
that I should help her, not that I would help her
mother.

DR SMITH
Susan also came with a strong bargaining counter
that both you and Mrs Hunt perceived - that she
would go to a back street abortionist or take her
life if you did not help her - so your moves were
limited. I hate the anti-abortionist's slogan 'abortion
on demand' - why not 'abortion on request'?
However, in this case Susan seems to have learnt
a strong approach, perhaps from her mother, and
made a demand on you which you could not refuse.
She left no doors open for you except the one you
went through.

DR ANDERSON
Could Susan have been taken into the care of the
local authority in order for this termination to be
legal? Could she have been made a Ward of Court ?

DR WINTERTON
How horribly clumsy! If that is the alternative,
I'm almost voting for Higginson's syringe!

DR JACKSON
I'm not convinced that we have our thinking
straight about Dr White. She is obviously a very
vulnerable person whom you want to protect, but
for reasons of professional etiquette (don't let's
raise our feelings to the status of 'ethics') as Susan
is Dr White's patient we feel we must consult her.
Why? Surely at I6 Susan can choose her own
doctor, and this she is setting out to do ?

DR CREW
It does demonstrate the importance of getting the
relationships right with teenagers, doesn't it?

DR JACKSON
Yes, more than that - we must always act first for
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the patient, rather than the parent, at whatever age,
whether in non-accidental injury or very accidental
pregnancy. At whatever age a child comes to us
somehow we have to get it across that we are
interested primarily in them. If they don't per-
ceive this, no amount of mouthing of confidentiality
will influence them. Susan saw this, and voted with
her feet. I should hope that we would all tell Mrs
Craven that her original request to Dr White was
immoral.

DR WINTERTON
Easier to say than to do, while still retaining the
mother's confidence.

DR JACKSON
I can't imagine that Dr White's supposed response
to Mrs Graven gave any real confidence. If this
really happened, Dr White needs as much help as
you can give her, not by keeping quiet, but by
support and discussion.

DR SMITH
Exactly, this is the nub of the problem - Dr White
was more your patient than Susan! We understand
your motives but not to sort it out with Dr White
is not etiquette but collusion. As Shaw said, a
profession can be seen as a conspiracy against the
public - and you are close to conspiring to cover up
Dr White's inadequacies.

DR LAMB
No-one has commented on the gynaecologist's
decision to postpone the termination until Susan's
sixteenth birthday. I'm horrified by this. Even
though I'm sure termination of pregnancy after
I2 weeks is safe, no-one doubts that the earlier a
termination is done the safer it is and better for
the mother's mental health. What would be the
limit? Would he have waited until 22 weeks
for a prostaglandin termination if her birthday were
that long away? Something is either right or it's
not, and the passage of three weeks can't change
the situation in moral terms even if it does medically.
After all, at i6 she can get married by law: it seems
bizarre to imagine that she should be prevented
from having sex before that time by the law!

DR CREW
That is a different point, but I think I'm right in
saying that the law strictly interpreted must take
the view you are attacing, and so is an ass ! But I
do remember a television programme on a problem
where a boy's mother would not consent to an
operation, and the lawyer there made it clear that
the nearer the boy was to i6, the more likely the
law would be to connive.

CHAIRMN
That must have been our case conference on Terry
Jenkins, reported in ourJournal Vol. 2, No. 4!

DR CREW
But, to persist, one point that may have passed
you and Mrs Hunt by, but I don't think was
lost on Susan, was Frank's age: he was over i8,
and as such, being on probation, if his affair
with a girl under age had come to light and had
he gone to Court he would probably have faced
a sentence and she would have lost himn! Susan is
clever.

DR WINTERTON
Yes I agree, we hadn't fully appreciated that point
but I don't think it would have been a major one
because the pregnancy need not have come to light
until after her sixteenth birthday, and I don't think
the law would have been as hard on him as the
General Medical Council is on doctors, when sex
with even a former patient is an offence. She
would have 'left the list' as it were.

DR ANDERSON
The management of this case has been a very
narrow one, and our discussion hasn't looked
beyond the confines of the consulting room. There
were lots of other people who could have helped.
Frank had a probation officer, for instance, and
in my experience they are often very skilled at
helping with relationship problems. I realize that
this is the confidentiality problem again, but then
Susan might have seen this as a way of contacting
Frank again. Equally, we've not raised the pos-
sibility of a social worker to help with the counsel-
ling, since, with due respect, it does seem that the
problem was made worse by your relationship
with Susan's doctor, and that someone from
another profession might have helped to let you
off the hook. A social worker might have helped
Susan to be able to face her mother with the
truth, and they could both have worked through
their feelings: after all, now the truth may
not be out, but Susan is out of the home and
Mrs Craven has had to face unpalatable facts.
She's lost two daughters, and has had no-one to
help her with the experience. Her 'friend', Dr
White, is in the dark, and if Mrs Craven really has
some sort of 'hold' on Dr White, we need to help
Dr White too! I only hope Frank is a nice chap.
If Susan and he fall out, it ends like the last act of
Hamlet!

CHAIRMA
Well thank you all. I doubt that any of our different
approaches would necessarily have changed the
outcome in any way, but I do think this demon-
strates the value of discussion on most difficult
problems with colleagues before the clay goes hard.
So often we stop short of discussing the cases in
which we feel most vulnerable - but they are just
those where we most need objective help.
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